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Abstract: Large axial flow pump systems are used in coastal pump stations. It is common and very
dangerous for large axial flow pump systems to encounter the failure of the fast hydraulic gate during
start-up operations. Methods for equipping LAPS with reasonable safety aids for start-up operations
in order to deal with the unexpected situation that the quick gate cannot be opened, limiting the
safety and stability of LAPS, have become a key focus of research. We aim to investigate the effect of
safety aids on the LAPS’s start-up characteristics under gate rejection conditions and to find the best
safety aid allocation method to solve the LAPS’s start-up failure problem. Based on the verification of
the model test, a numerical simulation of the start-up process of the large axial flow pump system
equipped with auxiliary safety features was carried out under the condition of gate rejection. The
results show that under the condition of gate rejection, the auxiliary FLVA or OVHO can help LAPS
reduce the risk of start-up failure to a certain extent. The FLVA will play the main protective role
during the start-up operations of the LAPS if the LAPS is equipped with both the OVHO and FLVA
of unrestricted size under the gate rejection condition. LAPS equipped with OVHO (1.27 Hm) and
FLVA (49.1% Ag) and LAPS equipped with FLVA (49.1% Ag) have comparable start-up safety. The
latter has an His of 1.783 Hr and a Pis of 1.30 Pr. The former has an instantaneous shock head of
1.772 Hr and a Pis of 1.30 Pr, which exhibit a decrease of 0.38% and 0 %, respectively. The research
results will provide an important reference value for the prevention of pump station start-up failures
under gate rejection conditions.

Keywords: coastal pump stations; large axial flow pump system; gate refusal working condition;
start-up failure; safety auxiliary facilities; numerical simulation; model test

1. Introduction

In recent years, coastal pump stations have played an increasingly important role
in drainage projects in coastal areas [1–4]. Coastal pump stations use large axial flow
pump systems (LAPS). A large number of pump station field operations found that the
start-up of LAPS often faces start-up instability risks or even start-up failure. Sometimes,
the starting process results in motor overload and burning, and the breakage of blades
also occurs. The inability to open the hydraulic gates that LAPS is equipped with is one of
the main reasons for this situation. Methods for equipping the LAPS start-up procedure
with reasonable safety aids have become a focus of research for improving the safety and
stability of the LAPS.

When the LAPS encounters a situation where the gate refuses to move during the
start-up process and cannot open normally, water accumulates at the gate’s outlet and
will not be discharged; the pump system’s overhead will increase sharply. If the LAPS
is not equipped with start-up safety aids in this situation or if the safety aids equipped
are not sufficient, the motor will overload, or the pump system will fall into the saddle
zone and become unstable, which will cause irreversible and serious damage to the unit.
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However, since the study of the LAPS start-up process is still in its initial stage [5,6], the
influence of safety aids on the start-up characteristics of LAPS is not clear, and no relevant
theoretical guidance can be referred to for the design of safety aids under gate refusal
working conditions.

Currently, the study of the start-up process of centrifugal pump stations and pumped
storage power plants has intensively progressed. The research method is mainly based on
numerical calculations performed with respect to electronic computers. Numerical simula-
tion can be divided into three-dimensional numerical simulations and one-dimensional
numerical pipeline simulations. One-dimensional numerical simulation can save comput-
ing resources and quickly obtain flow characteristics with respect to the pipeline system.
Zhang [7] studied the transient characteristics of the start-up and shutdown process of
three centrifugal pumps possessing impeller structures by using a dimensionless analysis
and quasi-steady-state methods. Walseth et al. [8] used a one-dimensional analysis model
of the turbine to reproduce the dynamic characteristics of the turbine model before the
generator was disconnected. Wan et al. [9] also conducted in-depth research. The main
research study focused on the water hammer theory, and compared with experimental
data, a substantial amount of research focused on the transition process of the pressure
system of a hydropower station, including the diversion system. Based on the theory of
rigid water hammers, Chen et al. [10] analyzed the hydraulic characteristics of the start-
ing transition process of a tubular pump unit in order to simplify the calculation of long
diversion pipelines using one-dimensional characteristic methods [11,12]. An increasing
number of scholars are choosing to apply one-dimensional, three-dimensional coupling nu-
merical simulation methods. Mao et al. [13] used DES to calculate the numerical simulation
process, and they carried out transient numerical simulations of the transition process of
the prototype pump turbine; they studied the transient process of the initial guide vane’s
ability to close quickly. Zhang Xiao et al. [14] used one-dimensional, three-dimensional
coupling numerical simulation methods to simulate the transition process of Francis tur-
bines. By conducting a comparison with experimental results, it was observed that the
numerical simulation method exhibits high accuracy in simulating the transition process of
the turbine.

The transition process of many hydraulic mechanical systems has been studied with
valuable results [15–17], and these results can provide some references for the study of
LAPS start-up processes. However, it should be noted that, unlike the hydraulic systems
constructed by hydraulic turbines [18–20] and pump storage power stations [21–23], the
research focus of the LAPS start-up process is to establish a relationship between the op-
erating parameters—such as the pump system’s flow, head, shaft power, and impeller
torque—and to propose measures to prevent the unit’s overload. Currently, due to the high
cost and risk of the start-up test of large pumping stations, the only research studies on the
start-up process of LAPS equipped with fast gates were carried out using numerical simu-
lations, including one-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical simulation methods.
One-dimensional numerical simulation is mainly used to establish the relationship between
the characteristic parameters of the pump system during the start-up process and to seek
prevention and control measures to improve the quality of the start-up process [24,25].
Three-dimensional numerical simulations are mainly used to study the evolution of the
internal three-dimensional flow field during the start-up process and to reveal abnormal
hydraulic phenomena in the flow field during the start-up process [26,27]. As far as the ap-
plication of these two research methods in LAPS is concerned, three-dimensional numerical
simulation has significant advantages in revealing three-dimensional flow fields [28–30].
However, because of the dynamic boundary, such as the fast gate, the required amount of
calculations for a single case is very large, and convergence is difficult to attain; moreover,
the calculation’s accuracy is not guaranteed. Moreover, if auxiliary safety facilities are
considered, dynamic boundaries such as FLVA and OVHO need to be added. Expanding
the three-dimensional numerical simulation method is often difficult.
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In this paper, the secondary development of Flomaster software was carried out.
Moreover, the pump performance curve obtained from the pump performance test and the
pressure drop characteristics of the inlet and outlet channels predicted by CFD are stored
in the Flomaster database. Based on the creation of custom flow resistance elements, the
simulation model of LAPS is established. Then, the energy test and power-off runaway test
of the LAPS model were carried out on the test platform, and the established simulation
model was verified. Finally, the numerical simulation of the start-up process of LAPS
equipped with safety auxiliary facilities under the gate refusal working condition is carried
out. The applicability of different types of safety auxiliary facilities in dealing with LAPS
start-up failure caused by gate rejection is discussed. The influence of the size of the
safety auxiliary facilities on the start-up characteristics of LAPS under the gate refusal
working condition is analyzed. Moreover, the effects of different safety auxiliary facilities
on preventing the start-up failure of LAPS are comprehensively compared.

2. Research Object
2.1. LAPS Model

This paper studies the start-up process of LAPS in China. The design flow, Qr, of
LAPS is 12.79 m3/s. The design’s net head, Hr, is 4.55 m, and the maximum net head, Hm,
is 5.35 m. The vertical axial flow pump is adopted, and the impeller diameter, D, is 1.86 m.
The rated speed, nr, is 214.3 r/min. The blade angle, β, is +2◦. The system’s moment of
inertia, Ji, is 425.8 kg·m2. The motor’s maximum power, PM, is 1000 kW. The motor’s
moment of inertia, Jm, is 3350 kg·m2. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of LAPS. If LAPS
encounters a fast gate refusal problem, LAPS will start at the maximum net head, which
will be the most dangerous situation. Therefore, in this paper, the maximum net head is
used as the calculation boundary of LAPS’s start-up process.
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2.2. Safety Auxiliary Facilities

Conventional safety aids used by LAPS to enhance start-up safety include overflow
holes (OVHO) and flap values (FLVA). In order to investigate the effect of safety aids on the
prevention of LAPS start-up failure under gate refusal working conditions, five OVHOs
and five FLVAs are designed in this paper. The relative elevations of OVHO for the five
different schemes are 5.55 m, 5.85 m, 6.15 m, 6.45 m, and 6.75 m, corresponding to 1.04, 1.09,
1.15, 1.21, and 1.27 times the maximum net head (Hr), respectively. The areas of FLVA for
the five different schemes were 1.0 m2, 2.0 m2, 3.5 m2, 5.0 m2, and 6.5 m2, corresponding to
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7.5%, 15.0%, 26.4%, 37.7%, and 49.1% of the fast gate area (Ag), respectively. The detailed
dimensional parameters of OVHO and FLVA are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The detailed dimensional parameters of OVHO and FLVA.

Area (m2) Mass (kg) Volume (m3) Moment of Inertia (kg·m2)

1.0 391 0.050 124
2.0 783 0.100 498
3.5 1370 0.175 1528
5.0 1958 0.250 3118
6.5 2546 0.325 5270

(a) FLVA

Elevation (m) Diameter (m)

5.55 1.5
5.85 1.5
6.15 1.5
6.45 1.5
6.75 1.5

(b) OVHO

3. Numerical Schemes and Experimental Setup
3.1. Mathematical Equations and Methods

In this paper, the pressure drop characteristics of the inlet and outlet water channels
of the axial flow pump unit will first be solved and calculated by using the CFD method.
The Reynolds-averaged N-S equation and the SST k-ω turbulence model, which can better
adapt to the inverse gradient variation and predict the flow separation more accurately,
were chosen as the computational models. The boundary conditions were set as follows:
the inlet for the velocity inlet and the outlet for free outflow. The solid wall’s surface
boundaries are all hydraulically smooth slip-free boundaries.

Flowmaster simulations treat LAPS as a series of pipes and a combination of various
computational elements. The pipeline elements are connected by nodes, and the one-
dimensional transient flow between the elements can be described by the equations of
motion and the continuity equation, which are represented by a pair of hyperbolic-type
partial differential equations:

v
∂H
∂x

+
∂H
∂t
− v sin α +

c2

g
∂v
x

= 0 (1)

g
∂H
∂x

+ v
∂v
∂x

+
∂v
∂t

+
f v|v|
2d

= 0 (2)

where H is the head of the piezometer, which is the sum of pressure energy and potential
energy in the pipeline and the free surface water level in the reservoir. V is the average
flow velocity in the pipe. G is the acceleration of gravity. X is the distance. T is the time.
F is the friction coefficient. D is the pipe diameter. C is the wave velocity. A is the angle
between the center line of the pipe and the horizontal line.

In general, a component has two interfaces, and it has two linearization equations: One
is the linearization equation of the mass flow rate of the inlet with a variation in the inlet
and outlet pressure of the component. The other is the linearization equation of the mass
flow rate of the outlet with variations in the inlet and outlet pressure of the component.

Q1 = A1P1 + A2P2 + B1 (3)

Q2 = A3P1 + A4P2 + B2 (4)

Equations (3) and (4) need to be expressed in terms of mass flow rates rather than the
average fluid velocity. The mass flow rate notation used by Flowmaster is conventionally
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positive from the component to the node, taking into account the direction and pressure
variations of the mass’s flow. Conversely, it is negative when considered from the node to
a component.

The coefficient matrix in this system of linear equations is as follows:(
A1 A2 B1
A3 A4 B2

)
(5)

where A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, and B2 are linearization factors.
The pressure loss of the fluid medium after the pressure loss element is not only related

to the loss coefficient of the element but also related to the fluid density and fluid flow rate,
which can be obtained by deduction:

∆P = K
ρv2

2
=

KQ2
m

2ρA2 (6)

where ∆P is the pressure loss of the fluid flowing through the element; K is the loss
coefficient of the element; v is the fluid flow rate; ρ is the fluid density.

Considering the direction of the liquid mass flow rate, Equation (7) can be changed into

∆P =
KQm|Qm|

2ρA2 (7)

Thus, the linearization equation that derives the change in the inlet and outlet flow of
a single element with the inlet and outlet pressure is as follows.

Qm1 =
−2ρA2

K|Qm1|
P1 +

2ρA2

K|Qm1|
P2 (8)

Qm2 =
2ρA2

K|Qm2|
P1 −

2ρA2

K|Qm2|
P2 (9)

Due to the continuity of the fluid, Qm1 = Qm2, finally, the coefficient matrix can be
obtained as follows.  −2ρA2

K|Qm1|
2ρA2

K|Qm1|
0

2ρA2

K|Qm1|
−2ρA2

K|Qm1|
0

 (10)

In this paper, LAPS involves any fluid node in order to satisfy the continuity equation
for any node, n, with

N

∑
i=1

Qin = qn (11)

where Qin is the mass flow rate of cell i connected to node n; qn is the total mass flow rate
in the node; the left side of the equation is the sum of the nodal flow rates of all N cells
flowing into or out of the node.

3.2. Simulation Strategy and Simulation Model

In this paper, the secondary development of Flowmaster will be carried out, and the
specific simulation strategy is shown in Figure 2. Firstly, the simulation model of LAPS
was established based on Flomaster, and the simulation platform was redeveloped to
create custom flow resistance components. Then, the data obtained from pump model
experiments and CFD (based on commercial software ANSYS CFX) were stored in the Flo-
master database. Finally, the steady-state and transient simulations of LAPS are performed.
Moreover, the experimental results of the LAPS model are used to verify the feasibility of
the simulation strategy and the accuracy of the simulation’s results.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the start-up process’s simulation strategy.

The control of the pump’s starting speed in the Flomaster platform is based on the
measured data obtained at the pumping station. Moreover, the pump’s speed increases
linearly from 0 to the rated speed of 214.3 r/min in 6 s. After testing the independence of
the calculation time step, 0.0025 s was selected as the time step for transient calculation.
The total calculation time is 120 s. The water level height of the upstream and downstream
reservoirs is set according to the actual water level height of LAPS at the maximum net
head. The dimensions of the inlet and outlet channels are set as follows: Component 1’s
pipe length is taken as the centerline length of the model inlet pipe, which is 10.62 m. The
inlet channel is uniformly taken as 25 sections from the inlet to the outlet, and the weighted
average of the hydraulic diameters of these 25 sections is the pipe diameter of component 1,
which is 2.82 m. Component 2’s pipe length is taken as the centerline length of the model’s
outlet pipe, which is 23.87 m. Moreover, the outlet channel is uniformly taken as 25 sections
from the inlet to the outlet, and the weighted average of the hydraulic diameters of these
25 sections is the pipe diameter of component 2, which is 2.87 m. Table 1 shows the details
of the components in the simulation model. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the
LAPS simulation model.
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3.3. Experimental Platform and Experimental Model

The experimental tests in this paper were conducted on a high-precision hydraulic
machinery test bench at the Key Laboratory of Hydraulic Power Engineering in Jiangsu
Province. The test bench is a closed-cycle system with a comprehensive system uncertainty
of ±0.39%. The test bench uses differential pressure transmitters to measure the head.
The differential pressure transmitter’s model is EJA110A. The range is 0~200 kPa. The
calibration accuracy is ± 0.1%. The flow is measured by using an electromagnetic flow
meter. The electromagnetic flow meter model’s type comprises E-mag. The range is
DN400 mm. The calibration accuracy is ± 0.20%. The torque is measured by the speed and
torque sensor. The speed and torque sensor’s model is ZJ. The range is within 200 N-m. The
calibration accuracy is ±0.15%. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of the high-precision
hydro-mechanical test bench.
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To support the numerical simulations in this paper, experimental tests of the pump
model and experimental tests of the LAPS model need to be carried out. One of the experi-
mental tests of the LAPS model includes the experimental test of energy characteristics and
the experimental power-off runaway test. Figure 5 shows the physical field diagram of the
experimental test of the LAPS model.
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4. Model Validation
4.1. Steady-State Simulation Verification

In this section, the energy characteristics tests of the LAPS model are carried out on
the experimental platform to verify the steady-state simulation results of the simulation
model. The experimental and simulated energy characteristics of LAPS are provided
in Figure 6. From Figure 6, it can be observed that the head and shaft power obtained
from the experimental test are very close to those obtained from the simulation, and the
maximum error under different flow conditions did not exceed 10%. A simulation error
value within 10% is often acceptable. The error in energy characteristics is mainly a result
of the roughness of the model used in the experiment, which is affected by processing, and
there are often some errors. From the overall point of view, the variation trends observed in
simulation results and experimental results are consistent. This shows that the simulation
model built in this paper is more accurate, and the steady-state simulation based on the
simulation model in this paper exhibits high accuracy.
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4.2. Transient Simulation Verification

In this section, a power-off runaway test and a power-off runaway simulation were
carried out for the LAPS model to validate the transient simulation results for the simulation
model. The runaway speed of the pump after LAPS is powered off is provided in Figure 7.
From Figure 7, it can be observed that after LAPS was powered off at different heads. The
experimental measurements and simulations of the runaway speed are very close to each
other. Moreover, the variation pattern exhibits very high consistency, with a maximum
error of no more than 10%, indicating that the transient simulation of LAPS’s transition
process based on the numerical strategy and simulation model of this paper is highly
feasible and the accuracy of the simulation’s results can be guaranteed.
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5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Gate Refusal Working Condition Equipped with OVHO

In order to investigate the applicability of OVHO to the problem of start-up failure
due to gate refusal working conditions, numerical simulations of the start-up process under
gate refusal working conditions were performed for the LAPS equipped with OVHO in
this section. Five different elevations, including 5.55 m, 5.85 m, 6.15 m, 6.45 m, and 6.75 m
OVHO, corresponding to 1.04, 1.09, 1.15, 1.21, and 1.27 times the maximum net head,
respectively, were examined. The simulation model in this section includes an upstream
reservoir; components 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5; a 60◦ bend; a downstream reservoir; a gate controller;
a pump speed controller; and no FLVA (component 6) is set. The opening of the fast gate
is always kept at zero during the simulation. It should be noted that the descriptions of
OVHO elevations in this paper are all relative elevations.

According to the operation experience of LAPS’s field, when the pump system reaches
the rated speed, the corresponding flow falls within the flow range of the saddle area, or the
corresponding flow falls within the flow range of the saddle area when the pump system
starts, which will lead an unstable LAPS start-up process that is affected by the saddle area.
The pump’s performance test found that the flow in the saddle zone ranges from 7.5 m3/s
(0.586 Qr) to 8.5 m3/s (0.664 Qr).

Figure 8 provides the variation pattern of the flow and head of LAPS equipped with
OVHO under the gate refusal working condition. The purple area range in Figure 8 is the
LAPS saddle zone’s flow range. The following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 8.
First, the LAPS equipped with a 6.75 m elevation (1.27 Hm) OVHO under gate refusal
working conditions may experience start-up instability due to falling within the saddle
zone. The flow rate corresponding to the unit—when the start-up is completed and enters
into stable operation—is 0.646 Qr, which falls within the flow rate range of the saddle zone.
Second, the LAPS equipped with different OVHO elevations under gate refusal working
conditions did not have any backflow during the start-up process. The timing of overflow
at LAPS initiation varies for different elevations of OVHO, but it is very close. When
equipped with a 5.55 m elevation OVHO. The time for overflow to occur at the OVHO is
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3.850 s. Moreover, when equipped with a 6.75 m elevation (1.27 Hm) OVHO, the time for
overflow to occur at the OVHO is 4.225 s.
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The His and Pis of the LAPS equipped with OVHO for the gate refusal working
condition are provided in Figure 9. The following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 9.
First, under the gate refusal working condition, when the elevation of LAPS equipped
with OVHO is higher than 5.55 m (1.04 Hm). The Pis during LAPS start-up will exceed the
power limit of the motor, which will lead to motor overload and pump station start-up
failure. The Pis of the LAPS equipped with a 5.85 m elevation (1.09 Hm) OVHO reached
1.377 Hr. Second, under the gate refusal working condition, His and Pis increase gradually
as the elevation of the LAPS equipped with OVHO increases gradually. The His of LAPS
equipped with 5.55 m (1.04 Hm) OVHO elevation is 1.876 Hr, and the Pis is 1.349. The His of
the LAPS equipped with OVHO at 6.75 m elevation (1.27 Hm) is 2.100 Hr, and Pis is 1.467 Pr.
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The start-up characteristic curve of the LAPS equipped with 6.15 m elevation (1.15 Hm)
OVHO under gate refusal working conditions is provided in Figure 10. As observed in
Figure 10, when the unit starts, the pump’s speed gradually increases. The key characteristic
parameters, such as the head and shaft power, increase linearly, and water gradually fills
the outlet channel of LAPS. As the gate refuses to open, when t = 4.050 s, the OVHO starts
to overflow, and the rising trend of the head and power of LAPS becomes steep and slow.
When t = 6 s, the unit reaches the rated speed. The head and power of LAPS reach the
maximum value simultaneously at 1.988 Hr and 1.407 Pr, respectively. When the unit
reaches the rated speed, LAPS gradually transitions to the regular operating condition,
and the key characteristic parameters rapidly converge toward stable values within a few
seconds. After stabilization, the flow rate of LAPS is 0.721 Qr. The head is 1.475 Hr. The
power is 1.169 Pr, and the impeller torque is 1.169 Mr. It should be noted that the LAPS
equipped with a 6.15 m height (1.15 Hm) OVHO has a Pis of 1.407 Pr, which exceeds the
upper power limit of the motor and may result in a failed start or even motor burnout.
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Figure 10. Start-up characteristic curve of LAPS equipped with 6.15 m OVHO elevation under gate
refusal working conditions.

5.2. Gate Refusal Working Conditions Equipped with FLVA

To investigate the applicability of FLVA with respect to the problem of gate refusal
working conditions leading to start-up failure, in this section, numerical simulations of
the start-up process under gate refusal working conditions were performed for the LAPS
equipped with FLVA. Five different sizes of the FLVA measuring 1.0 m2, 2.0 m2, 3.5 m2,
5.0 m2, and 6.5 m2 at 7.5%, 15.0%, 26.4%, 37.7%, and 49.1% of the fast gate area (Ag),
respectively, were applied. The simulation model in this section includes the upstream
reservoir; components 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6; a 60◦ bend; a downstream reservoir; a gate controller;
a pump speed controller; and no OVHO (component 4). The opening of the fast gate is
always kept at zero during the simulation.

Figure 11 provides the variation pattern of the flow and head of the LAPS equipped
with FLVA under the gate refusal working condition. The purple area range in Figure 11
is the LAPS saddle zone’s flow range. The following conclusions can be drawn from
Figure 11. First, the LAPS equipped with a 2.0 m2 (15% Ag) FLVA under gate refusal
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working conditions may experience starting instability during start-up due to falling into
the saddle zone. The flow rate corresponding to the unit when the start-up is complete,
and it enters steady operation is 0.622 Qr, which falls within the flow rate range of the
saddle zone.
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Figure 11. Variation pattern of the flow and head of LAPS equipped with FLVA under gate refusal
working conditions.

LAPS with 1.0 m2 (7.5% Ag) FLVA exhibits a flow rate of 0.387 Qr, and the LAPS with
6.5 m2 (49.1% Ag) FLVA has a flow rate of 0.548 Qr when the unit reaches the rated speed.
None are within the flow range of the saddle zone. Second, the LAPS equipped with FLVA
is free from backflows during the start-up process under the gate refusal working condition.
During the start-up process of LAPS, the time for the FLVA of different sizes to flow out of
FLVA after being opened by water impact is very similar.

The His and Pis of the LAPS equipped with FLVA under the gate refusal working
condition are provided in Figure 12. The following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 12.
First, under the gate refusal working condition, when LAPS is equipped with an FLVA with
an area of less than 2.0 m2, Pis during LAPS start-up processes will exceed the upper power
limit of the motor, resulting in motor overload and pump station start-up failure. The Pis of
LAPS equipped with 2.0 m2 (15.0% Ag) of the FLVA reached 1.364 Pr. Second, His and Pis
both decrease gradually as the area of the FLVA equipped with LAPS increases gradually
under the gate refusal working condition. The LAPS with 1.0 m2 (7.5% Ag) FLVA has an
His of 2.133 Hr and a Pis of 1.485 Pr. The LAPS with 6.5 m2 (49.1% Ag) FLVA has an His of
1.772 Hr and a Pis of 1.308 Pr. Third, when the FLVA area is greater than 2.0 m2 (15% Ag).
The decreasing trend of the His of the pump’s system tends to level off, and Pis remains
basically unchanged.
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The start-up characteristic curve of LAPS equipped with 3.5 m2 (26.4%Ag) FLVA under
gate refusal working conditions is provided in Figure 13. As observed in Figure 13, when
the unit starts, the pump’s speed gradually increases. The key characteristic parameters,
such as the head and shaft’s power, increase linearly, and the water gradually fills the outlet
channel of LAPS. As the gate refuses to open, when t = 3.90 s, the FLVA starts to overflow.
When t = 6 s, the unit reaches the rated speed, and the head and power of LAPS reach
the maximum value simultaneously at 1.988 Hr and 1.407 Pr, respectively. When the unit
reaches the rated speed, LAPS gradually transitions to the regular operating condition,
and the key characteristic parameters rapidly converge toward stable values within a few
seconds. After stabilization, the flow rate of LAPS is 0.756 Qr. The head is 1.418 Hr. The
power is 1.144 Pr, and the impeller torque is 1.144 Mr. The LAPS equipped with a 3.5 m2

(26.4%Ag) FLVA has a Pis of 1.332 Pr, which is lower than the upper power limit of the
motor and can avoid motor overload when LAPS starts.
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5.3. Gate Refusal Working Conditions with Both FLVA and OVHO

From Sections 5.1 and 5.2, it was observed if the LAPS is equipped with a suitable
FLVA or OVHO, both will provide good protection for the LAPS start-up process under
gate refusal working conditions. This section is based on the premise that the installation
of safety aids is not restricted, and an installation of 5.55 m OVHO (1.04 Hm) and 6.5 m2

(49.1% Ag) FLVA was selected. Numerical simulations of the start-up process under gate
refusal working conditions for LAPS equipped with both OVHO and FLVA were performed.
The simulation model in this section includes the upstream reservoir, elements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6, a 60◦ bend, a downstream reservoir, a gate controller, and a pump speed controller.
The opening of the fast gate is always kept at zero during the simulation.

The starting characteristic curve of the LAPS equipped with OVHO (1.04 Hm) and
FLVA (49.1% Ag) for the gate refusal working condition is provided in Figure 14. The
flow at OVHO (1.04 Hm) and FLVA (49.1% Ag) are provided in Figure 15. The following
conclusions can be drawn by combining Figures 14 and 15. First, during the start-up of
LAPS equipped with both OVHO and FLVA, FLVA plays the main protective role. When
t = 3.80 s, the outflow at FLVA starts, and then the flow at FLVA gradually increases until
it fully assumes the outflow task of LAPS. Second, OVHO plays a very weak protective
role during the start-up of LAPS equipped with both OVHO and FLVA. When t = 5.675 s,
the flow starts to exit OVHO. Subsequently, the flow at OVHO first increases and then
decreases, with a maximum diversion flow of 0.106 Qr. When t = 15.975 s, OVHO stops
working. Third, the LAPS equipped with both OVHO (1.04 Hm) and FLVA (49.1% Ag) is
equivalent to LAPS that are only equipped with an FLVA (49.1% Ag) in terms of safety
during start-up operations. The latter has an His of 1.783 Hr and a Pis of 1.30 Pr. The former
has an His of 1.772 Hr and a Pis of 1.30 Pr. They decreased by 0.38% and 0%, respectively.
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Figure 15. Flow at OVHO (1.04 Hm) and FLVA (49.1% Ag).

5.4. Gate Refusal Working Condition and Limited FLVA Area

As both FLVA and OVHO are equipped, the actual project requires a comprehensive
consideration of structural safety, construction difficulties, and other factors, which often
leads to limitations for FLVA or for the elevation of the OVHO. Therefore, when the size
of an auxiliary safety facility is limited, it is often necessary to coordinate with another
safety facility to ensure the safety of LAPS start-up processes. This section is based on
the premise that FLVA area settings are limited. The numerical simulation of the start-up
process under gate refusal working conditions is performed for LAPS equipped with a
1.0 m2 (7.5% Ag) FLVA and different elevations of OVHO. Auxiliary OVHO elevations
include 5.55 m, 5.85 m, 6.15 m, 6.45 m, and 6.75 m, corresponding to 1.04, 1.09, 1.15, 1.21,
and 1.27 times the maximum net head, respectively. The simulation model in this section
includes the upstream reservoir; elements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; a 60◦ bend; a downstream
reservoir; a gate controller; and a pump speed controller. The opening of the fast gate is
always kept at zero during the simulation.

The variation patterns of the flow and head of LAPS equipped with OVHO and a
restricted FLVA under gate refusal working conditions are provided in Figure 16. The
purple area range in Figure 16 is the LAPS saddle zone’s flow range. Figure 17 provides the
Pis and His of the LAPS equipped with OVHO and a restricted FLVA for the gate refusal
working condition. The following conclusions can be obtained by combining Figures 16
and 17. First, the LAPS equipped with a 6.75 m elevation (1.27 Hm) OVHO under gate
refusal working conditions may experience start-up instability during start-up processes
due to falling into the saddle area. The flow rate corresponding to the unit when the
start-up is completed and enters steady operation is 0.652 Qr, which falls within the flow
rate range of the saddle area. Secondly, under the gate refusal working condition, as the
elevation of the equipped auxiliary OVHO gradually increases, His and Pis also increase
in an approximately linear manner. Third, under gate refusal working conditions, on the
basis of the LAPS equipped with 1.0 m2 FLVA (49.1% Ag), further equipping OVHO below
5.85 m of elevation (1.09 Hm) can ensure the safety of the motor during starting operations.
The LAPS equipped with a 5.85 m elevation OVHO (1.09 Hm) has an His of 1.897 Hr and a
Pis of 1.359 Pr. The LAPS equipped with a 5.55 m OVHO (1.04 Hm) has an His of 1.852 Hr
and a Pis of 1.337 Pr.
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Figure 17. His and Pis of LAPS with OVHO and restricted FLVA under gate refusal working operations.

Figure 18 shows the variation in the outflow from the safety aid using restricted FLVA
settings. The following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 18. First, under the gate
refusal working condition, as the elevation of the equipped auxiliary OVHO gradually
increases, the shunting effect of OVHO gradually decreases, and the shunting effect of
FLVA gradually increases. When the auxiliary is equipped with a 5.55 m elevation (1.04 Hm)
OVHO, the flow rate at FLVA after the start-up process is completed is 0.176 Qr, accounting
for 22% of the system’s outflow. The flow at OVHO is 0.624 Qr, accounting for 78% of
the system’s outflow. When the auxiliary is equipped with 6.75 m elevation (1.27 Hm)
OVHO, the flow rate at FLVA after the start-up is completed is 0.292 Qr, which is 45%
of the system’s outflow. The flow at OVHO is 0.360 Qr, which is 55% of the system’s
outflow. Second, under the gate refusal, working conditions. As the height of the equipped
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auxiliary OVHO gradually increases, the time for the water to top off the FLVA’s outflow
remains essentially the same. The time period for when water flows over OVHO’s outflow
gradually becomes delayed. When equipped with 5.55 m of elevation (1.04 Hm), the time
period for the water to diffuse through the OVHO is 4.40 s. When the auxiliary is equipped
with 6.75 m elevation OVHO (1.27 Hm), the time period for the water to diffuse through the
OVHO’s outflow is 5.325 s.
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Figure 18. Variation in outflow from safety auxiliary facilities in the case of restricted FLVA settings.
(a) FLVA. (b) OVHO. (c) Flow at FLVA and OVHO after start-up is complete.

The start-up characteristic curves of the LAPS equipped with 5.85 m OVHO (1.09 Hm)
and FLVA (7.5% Ag) for the gate refusal working condition are provided in Figure 19.
According to Figure 19, when the unit reaches the rated speed, the head and power of
LAPS also reach the maximum value simultaneously at 1.897 Hr and 1.359 Pr, respectively.
Subsequently, LAPS gradually transitioned to conventional operating conditions, and the
key characteristic parameters quickly stabilized within a few seconds. After stabilization,
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the flow rate of LAPS is 0.496 Qr. The head is 1.409 Hr. The power is 1.141 Pr, and the
impeller torque is 1.141 Mr. The LAPS equipped with a 1.0 m2 area (7.5%Ag) FLVA has a
Pis of 1.359 Pr, which is lower than the upper power limit of the motor exhibiting 1.360 Pr
and may avoid motor overload when LAPS starts.
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under gate refusal working conditions.

5.5. Gate Refusal Working Condition and Limited OVHO Height

Section 5.4 investigates the LAPS initiation process when the FLVA’s area is limited,
and the auxiliary is equipped with OVHO. In this section, the numerical simulation of the
start-up process under gate refusal working conditions is carried out for LAPS equipped
with an OVHO that is 6.75 m in height (1.27 Hm) and FLVAs measuring different areas,
with the premise that the OVHO’s height setting is restricted. The simulation model in
this section includes the upstream reservoir; elements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; a 60◦ bend; a
downstream reservoir; a gate controller; and a pump speed controller. The opening of the
fast gate is always kept at zero during the simulation.

Figure 20 provides the variation law of the flow and head of LAPS equipped with
FLVA and restricted OVHO under gate refusal working conditions. The purple area range
in Figure 20 is the LAPS saddle zone’s flow range. The Pis and His of the LAPS equipped
with OVHO and restricted FLVA for the gate refusal working condition are provided in
Figure 21. The following conclusions can be obtained by combining Figures 20 and 21. First,
under gate refusal working conditions, the LAPS with an auxiliary 1.0 m2 (7.5% Ag) FLVA
may experience instability during start-up procedures because it falls within the saddle
area. The flow rate corresponding to the unit—when the start-up operation is completed,
and it enters steady operation—is 0.652 Qr, which falls within the flow rate range of the
saddle area. Second, His and Pis gradually decrease with the increase in area with respect
to the auxiliary FLVA that is equipped under the gate refusal working condition. Pis tends
to stabilize when the equipped auxiliary FLVA area is greater than 2.0 m2 (15.0% Ag). The
Pis of the LAPS with the equipped auxiliary 3.5 m2 (26.4% Ag) FLVA is 1.333 Pr. The Pis of
the equipped auxiliary 6.5 m2 (49.1% Ag) FLVA is 1.305 Pr. Third, the gate refusal working
condition, on the basis of being equipped with a 6.75 m elevation (1.27 Hm) OVHO and
that is further equipped with more than 2.0 m2 (15.0% Ag) of FLVA, can ensure the safety of
the motor during the starting process.
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Figure 21. His and Pis of LAPS with FLVA and restricted OVHO under gate refusal working conditions.

Figure 22 provides the outflow variations for different safety aids with restricted
OVHO settings. The following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 22. First, under
gate refusal working conditions, the protective role of OVHO in LAPS start-up operations
discernibly weakened as the area of the equipped auxiliary FLVA gradually increased.
Moreover, the FLVA dominated in its protective role. When the auxiliary was equipped
with an FLVA with an area of 3.5 m2 (26.4% Ag) or more, the protection against LAPS
initiation was fully covered by the FLVA. When the auxiliary was equipped with a 1.0 m2

(7.5% Ag) FLVA, the flow rate at the FLVA after the start-up operation was completed was
0.292 Qr, which is 45% of the system’s outflow. The flow at OVHO is 0.360 Qr, accounting
for 55 % of the system’s flow. When the auxiliary was equipped with a 2.0 m2 (15.0% Ag)
FLVA, the flow rate at the FLVA after the start-up operation was completed was 0.555 Qr,
which is 82% of the system’s outflow. The flow at OVHO is 0.118 Qr, accounting for 18 % of
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the system’s flow. Secondly, under the gate refusal working condition, as the elevation of
the equipped auxiliary OVHO gradually increased, the time period of water flowing out
of the FLVA remained the same, and the time period of water flowing out of OVHO was
gradually delayed. When the auxiliary was equipped with a 1.0 m2 (7.5% Ag) FLVA, the
time period for the water to diffuse through the OVHO’s outflow was 5.325 s. When the
auxiliary was equipped with a 2.0 m2 (15.0% Ag) FLVA, the time for the water to diffuse
through the OVHO’s outflow was 6.225 s.
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Figure 22. Variations in the outflow of safety auxiliary facilities in the case of restricted OVHO
settings. (a) FLVA. (b) OVH. (c) Flow at FLVA and OVHO after completing start-up operations.

The starting characteristic curves of the LAPS equipped with FLVA (26.4% Ag) and
OVHO (1.27 Hm) for the gate refusal working condition are provided in Figure 23. Ac-
cording to Figure 23, it can be seen that when the unit reaches its rated speed. The head
and power of LAPS also reached their maximum values simultaneously at 1.905 and 1.364,
respectively. Subsequently, the LAPS gradually transitions to regular operating conditions,
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and each key characteristic parameter rapidly converges to a stable value within a few
seconds. After stabilization, the flow rate of LAPS is 0.673 Qr. The head is 1.557 Hr. The
power is 1.204 Pr, and the impeller torque is 1.204 Mr. The LAPS equipped with a 2.0 m2

(15.0% Ag) FLVA has a Pis of 1.364 Pr, which is higher than the motor power limit of 1.360 Pr
and may avoid motor overload when LAPS starts.
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(1.27 Hm) under gate refusal working conditions.

5.6. Analysis of Different Safety Auxiliary Facilities to Prevent Starting Failure

In order to comprehensively assess the effectiveness of different safety aids in prevent-
ing LAPS start-up failures under the gate refusal working condition, this section analyzes
the start-up failure data of LAPSs equipped with different safety aids. The LAPS start-up
risk under gate refusal working conditions is also compared based on the key indicators
for predicting start-up failure. The key reasons for the failure of LAPS start-ups under
gate refusal working conditions have been explained in a previous section. One is the flow
range falling into the saddle area during the start-up process, and the other is that Pis is too
large and cannot cause an overload in the motor. Therefore, the key indicators analyzed in
this section include the flow rate, Qus, corresponding to the LAPS when the unit reaches
synchronous speeds; the flow rate, Qsc, corresponding to the LAPS when the start-up is
completed, and Pis during start-up operations.

The key indicators of the LAPS start-up process under gate refusal working conditions
are provided in Figure 24. The following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 24. First,
the gate refusal working condition will cause a failure when LAPS starts at the saddle area
if the safety aids are not properly sized. When only one safety auxiliary facility is equipped,
setting an FLVA of 2.0 m2 or 6.75 m elevation OVHO will cause the corresponding flow in
LAPS to fall within the flow range of the saddle area when it reaches a stable operating state.
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Figure 24. The key indicators of the LAPS start-up process under gate refusal working conditions. 

(a) Flow rate corresponds to LAPS when the unit reaches synchronous speeds. (b) Flow rate corre-
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power during starting operations. 
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Figure 24. The key indicators of the LAPS start-up process under gate refusal working conditions.
(a) Flow rate corresponds to LAPS when the unit reaches synchronous speeds. (b) Flow rate corre-
sponding to LAPS at the completion of the unit’s start-up operations. (c) The instantaneous shock
power during starting operations.
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Second, the gate refusal working condition will cause the LAPS motor to overload and
fail to start if the safety aids are not properly sized. When an FLVA is selected for safety
assistance, a 1.0~2.0 m2 (7.5% Ag~15% Ag) FLVA will not be able to avoid motor overload
during LAPS start-up operations. When choosing to equip OVHO for safety assistance,
an OVHO of 5.85~6.75 m (1.09 Hm~1.27 Hm) will result in motor overload during LAPS
start-up operations.

Third, when the size of a certain safety auxiliary facility is limited, other safety auxiliary
facilities can further be equipped to avoid the failure of LAPS start-up operations under
the condition of gate rejection. When the size of the FLVA is severely limited, OVHOs with
elevations below 1.09 Hm guarantee the safety of the LAPS start-up process. When OVHO’s
size is severely limited, an FLVA that is larger than 2.0 m2 (15% Ag) is sufficient for ensuring
the safety of the LAPS’s start-up process.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a numerical simulation of the start-up process of LAPS equipped
with safety aids under gate refusal working conditions. The applicability of different types
of safety auxiliary facilities in dealing with the failure of LAPS start-ups caused by gate
refusal working conditions was discussed. The effect of the size of the safety aids on
the LAPS’s start-up characteristics under gate refusal working conditions was analyzed.
A comprehensive comparison of the effects of different safety aids on LAPS’s start-up
failures was also conducted. The main conclusions drawn are as follows:

1. Auxiliary OVHO or FLVA equipment can help LAPS in reducing risks that may occur
during start-up failure to some extent under gate refusal working conditions. The
LAPSs equipped with FLVA or OVHO are basically free from backflow during start-up
operations. Moreover, the time periods with respect to FLVA or OVHO assist LAPS’s
outflow and are minimally influenced by FLVA’s area or OVHO’s elevation;

2. Under the gate refusal working condition, when Pis during the start-up process is
reduced by setting up safety auxiliary facilities, LAPS falls into the saddle area after
start-up operations are completed, and the start-up is unstable. When equipped with
only one type of safety aid, setting an FLVA measuring 2.0 m2 or 6.75-meter elevation
OVHO will cause the flow corresponding to the LAPS’s transition to behave in a
steady-state manner and to fall within the flow range of the saddle’s zone;

3. The FLVA will play the main protective role during the start-up operation of the LAPS
if the LAPS is equipped with both an OVHO and FLVA of unrestricted size under
the gate refusal condition. The LAPS equipped with OVHO (1.27 Hm) and FLVA
(49.1% Ag) and the LAPS equipped with FLVA (49.1% Ag) both exhibit comparable
safe start-up operations. The latter has an His of 1.783 Hr and a Pis of 1.30 Pr. The
former has an instantaneous shock head of 1.772 Hr and a Pis of 1.30 Pr, which exhibit
decreases of 0.38% and 0%, respectively;

4. When the size of a safety aid is limited, other safety aids can be further equipped to
avoid the failure of LAPS activations under gate refusal working conditions. When the
FLVA’s size is severely limited, possessing an OVHO below 1.09 Hm in elevation will
ensure the safety of the LAPS’s start-up process. When the OVHO’s size is severely
limited, an FLVA with more than 2.0 m2 (15% Ag) will ensure the safety of the LAPS’s
start-up process.
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Nomenclature

Qr The design flow (m3/s)
Hr The design net head (m)
Hm The maximum net head (m)
D The impeller diameter (m)
nr The rated speed (r/min)
Ji The inertia moment of the LAPS (kg·m2)
Jm The motor’s moment of inertia (m3/s)
PM The motor’s maximum power (kW)
Ag The fast gate area (m2)
g Local acceleration of gravity (m/s2)
H Head (m)
n Rated speed (r/min)
t Time (s)
ρ The density of flow (kg/m3)
Pr The motor design power (kW)
Mr The design impeller torque
ηexp Experimental Efficiency (%)
ηsim Simulated Efficiency (%)
Pis Instantaneous shock power (kW)
His Instantaneous shock head (m)
Hexp Experimental head (m)
Hsim Simulated head (m)
Qus Unit synchronous speed flow (m3/s)
Qsc Unit start-up completion flow (m3/s)
Abbreviations
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
LAPS Large axial flow pump station system
FLVA Flap value
OVHO Overflow hole
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